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        Rio Abierto Workshop May 2023 in Amberg, Germany 
 

 

With:  Leonardo M. Piatti, internat. Rio Abierto Trainer,  
  Buenos Aires, Argentinien 
For:  All interested, no previous experience necessary 
 
When:   Fr, May 05 from 18.30 - 21.00 o‘clock  
  Sat, May 06 from 09 - 17 and  
      Sun, May 07 from 09 – 12.30 o‘clock 
     
How much:  Friday Miniworkshop    35,00€ 
  Sat/Sun Workshop   130,00€ 
  Mini- and Workshop together 145,00€ 
   
Where:  Sports hall of the HPZ    Fallweg 43, 92224 Amberg 
 
Host:   Freizeitclub der Lebenshilfe Amberg-Sulzbach e.V.,  
                KEB Amberg-Sulzbach e.V.   
 
Registration:   at Kerstin Klug under +49 1577 175 6806  
           or kerstin.klug@posteo.de  

 
Please dress for movement, bring warm socks and a blanket. 
 
 

Rio Abierto means: the "open river" that flows and constantly changes 
 

 
 
 

 

 

Workshop in May: From Perception to Awareness 
                                     
Immediacy - A jump of joy or a whoop say more than a thousand words, they 
come "from the deepest soul". Getting to know what lies dormant within us 
or is just waiting to be expressed does us good. Our vocal expression is 
unique and changeable - and it is so much more than spoken language. Our 
very own tones enable us to connect with ourselves in depth in a direct way.  
 
Comfortable airing - The circulation in the tissual is stimulated and cleaned 
through, the nerves are calmed by the vibration. Our feelings are mobilized 
by high and low tones and can be known through the vibration in the body 
and also transformed in a healing way. Letting sounds emerge within us and 
listening to ourselves relaxes, frees and regenerates.  
 
Out of the head and into the body - The trainer invites participants in simple 
practice settings to playfully enter into the flowing movements and use of 
the voice. The enjoyment of the sounds, which sometimes leads to guided, 
sometimes to independent movements, frees the mind and releases pent-up 
tensions. The blissful coming home to the body in Rio Abierto is achieved 
through the perception of body and thoughts. Combined with sequences of 
rest, pausing and reflection, all this creates a framework in which a mindful 
approach to oneself and others is exercised. The healing effect on body, mind 
and soul has an impact on everyday life, some things can be handled more 
lively and the interaction with others can be experienced in a more relaxed 
way. 
 

What is Rio Abierto?  

Rio Abierto, Spanish for "open river", is a crossover between personality 
development and expressive dance, perception training and health 
prevention. The basic element is the movement to different music, because 
every sound moves different parts of the body. 
 
 

Visit us: www. rioabierto.de rio_abierto_dachs 

Profile of the trainer:  
 

Leonardo M. Piatti, born 1956, Buenos Aires 

 international Rio Abierto trainer,  

 lecturer of the Fundacion Rio Abierto 

 trainer for voice work and perception training 

 former CEO of Rio Abierto Argentina 
 former professor in various universities in Argentina                         

                             Foto: Karina Iturreria 
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